SVNA meeting notes - June 5, 2019
-Biggest attendance ever at about 25 people.
-Travis and Melissa had a sign language interpreter
-Officer R. Gillespie attended to represent Beat 4.
-I will make posts to Nextdoor a priority.
Discussions
Sierra Vista neighborhood name has been stolen. We had this come up years ago, I will look for
my letters and address to City Council. A JMC development off fiddyment is being called Sierra
Vista. A photo of a big brick wall with the name was photographed in the Sac bee real estate
section. I am going to compile a list of names and agencies for neighbors to write to in protest.
-Krissy, add Tony Trevino at 505 Shasta to Garage Sale list.
-Ryan Brown, new neighbor at 317 Sierra now has the keys to the Bocce Ball maintenance
shed. he would like to update the score board, buy new shells, a few fix it up projects. I said we
would assist in trying to get Parks & Rec funds or try to raise funds and awareness of the court.
-Memorial Day- The neighbor outrage at being left in the dark was a recurring complaint. As a
NA I would like us to address the PD, City and have it shared at RCONA. No neighbors were
questioned for information, no neighbors had their welfare checked upon, no neighbors were
made aware of any actions taken. I'll draft something and run it around the team for input.
-I printed the City Ordinance on AirBnb's and have to POC for complaints. I will post all this on
nextdoor. A Sierra resident requested "Dip" signs be posted. Officer visibility was requested for
other street racing hot spots around the park.
-Homeless camps discussion. City has new app and training, officers photograph a site with the
app that has a gps assignment of the location. That site then gets a 48 hour notice to clear or
the Open space crew will demo the camp
Other crime news:
1. Vacation Watch program by the RPD
2. pm check it and lock it program, to prevent garage thefts
3. In our beat, 29% of crimes are burglary of items in autos, not the autos, just the stuff. Take it
inside or hide it.
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